Classification
Q1) Classification of living organisms can be of two types. Name them.
A1)

1- natural
2- Artificial

Q2) What is natural classification?
A2) Natural classification systems are
based on evolutionary relationship and
genetic similarities between organisms.

Q3) What is artificial classification?
A3) Artificial classification systems are
based on appearance of the organisms
rather than their genes.
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Q4) What is the name of the top group in the living things classification?
A4) Kingdom

Q5) What is the last (lowest) group of living things classification called?
A5) Species

Q6)

What group comes between ‘family’ and ‘species’ when

classifying organisms.

A6) Genus

Q7) Name the subdivision of kingdom classification.
A7): 1- Kingdom. 2- Phylum. 3- Class.
4- Order. 5- Family. 6- Genus. 7- Species.
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Q8) Show the subdivision of kingdom in the form of the tree.
A8):

Q9) What does evolutionary tree show?
A9) It shows common ancestors and
relationships between species.
Q10) Give two reasons why classification systems change over time.
A10):
1- If scientists discover new species,
it might not fit into the existing
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classification; therefore they have
to adopt classification systems so
the new finding fit into it.
2- By using DNA, to see genetic
difference between different
groups, we might find out that
two groups are not related as we
have thought.

Q11) Give an example of kingdom.
A11) Plant kingdom.
Q12) Name two different kingdoms.
A12) 1- Animal kingdoms 2- Plant
kingdoms
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Q13)

How many kingdom living organisms are classified

(grouped)? Name them with their characteristic.

A13) There are 5 kingdoms.
1- Monera
Singled celled
No nucleus
No chloroplasts
Have cell walls
2- Protistal
Singled celled
Have nucleus
Some have chloroplasts
No cell walls
3- Fungi
Multi cellular
Have nucleus
No chloroplasts
Have cell walls

4- Plants
Multi cellular
Have nucleus
Have chloroplasts
Have cell walls
5- Animals
Multi cellular
Have nucleus
No chloroplasts
No cell wall
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Q14) How many groups does animal kingdom divide into?
A14) Two groups of:
1- Vertebrates.
2- Invertebrates.

Q15) What do all vertebrates have in common?
A15) They are a group of animal kingdom
that have backbone and internal
skeleton.

Q16) What do all invertebrates have in common?
A16) They are a group of animal kingdom
that don’t have a backbone and internal
skeleton.
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Q17) How many groups do vertebrates divide into? Name them.
A17) They divide into 5 groups.
1- Fish.
2- Amphibians.
3- Reptiles.
4- Birds.
5- Mammals.
Q18) Name some animals that belong to invertebrates.
A18):

1- Insects.
2- Worms.
3- Crabs.
4- Snails.
5- Starfish.
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Q19)

One group of invertebrates is called arthropods, what are its

specifications?

A19) Arthropods have limbs with joints
that allow them to move. They also have
an exoskeleton (External skeleton).
Q20) Name the 4 Arthropods classes.
A20): 1- Crustacean (10 or more legs, have antenna)
2- Insect (6 legs, have antenna)
3- Arachnid (8 legs, no antenna)
4- Myriapod (8-750 legs, have antenna)

Q21) Why are euglena and archaeopteryx difficult to classify?
A21) Because they have features of both
plants and animals.
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Q22) Device a key to tell apart a worm, a snail, a centipede and a spider.
A22) 1- Does it have a shell?
Yes: it’s a snail
No: Go to question 2
2- Does it have legs?
No: It is a worm
Yes: Go to question 3
3- Does it have more than 8 legs?

Yes: It is a centipede
No: It is a spider
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Q23) Device a key to tell apart a frog, water lily, a dragonfly and a fish.
A23):
1- Can the organism produce its own food?
Yes: It is a water lily
No: Got to question 2
2- Does the organism have a backbone?
N0: It is a dragonfly
Yes: Go to question 3
3- Does the organism have gills?
Yes: It is a fish
No: It is a frog
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Species
Q24) What is a species?
A24) Species is a group of organisms that
can interbreed to produce fertile
offspring.
Q25) Name three problems that may rise while classifying organisms
into species.

A25):

1- Asexual reproduction
2- Hybrids
3- Evolution

Q26) What is asexual reproduction?
A26) Some organisms such as bacteria
reproduce asexually. It means they
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reproduce by making a copy of
themselves. So there is no interbreeding
(so they don’t fit the definition of
species).
Q27) What are hybrids?
A27) When we interbreed a male from
one species with a female from a
different species, we get a hybrid. (e.g. a
mull is a cross between a donkey and a
horse). Hybrids are usually infertile. (So
they don’t fit the definition of species).
Q28) What do you get if you manage to bread two different species
together?

A28) Hybrid.
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Q29) Why hybrid can’t be called a new species? (Why is it difficult to
classify hybrid?)

A29) Because hybrids are not fertile.

Joke of the week.
Q) By hybrid, what is the name of species produced by a dog and a monkey?

.ج( شما

A) Donkey.

 به بچه آنھا چه می گويند؟،( وقتی شتر و الما بچه دار می شوندhybrid) س( از طريق ھای بريد

Q30) What is a binominal system? Explain why it is important.
A30) A binominal system species is given
a two part Latin name. The first part is
referred to its genus; the second part
refers to its species. It is important
because scientists in different countries
who speak different languages can refer
to the same species by the same name.
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Q31) Why might two unrelated species look very similar? Give one example.
A31) If two unrelated species look very
similar they have shared a similar
environment for millions of years. Such as
dolphins which are mammals and sharks
which are fish.
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Energy Transfer and Energy
Flow
Q32) What is the source of all the energy in a typical food chain?
A32) The sun is the source of energy for
all life, on earth.

Q33)

Why is it unusual to find a food chain with more than five

tropic levels?

A33) Because so much energy is lost at
each stage, so there is not enough energy
to support other life after four or five
stages.
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Q34) What does egestion means?
A34) It is a push word for producing
faeces (droppings).
Q35) List the four ways in which energy is lost at each stage of a food
chain.

A35) Energy is lost during:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Egestion
Movement
Respiration
Heat loss

Q36) From the following datahow do you interpret data on energy flow?

80,000KJ

10,000 KJ

900KJ

40KJ
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A36) Energy lost at first level in heat and egestion =
= 80,000 KJ – 10,000 KJ = 70,000 KJ lost at first level.

Q37) Calculate the efficiency of energy transfer?
A37) Efficiency =

Energy available to the next level
Energy that was available to the previous level

× 100

So, at 1st level:
efficiency = 10,000 × 100 = 12.5% efficiency
80,000
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Pyramids of biomass and
numbers
Q38) What is a trophic (nutrition) level?
A38) Trophic level is the stage that an
organism has in a food chain. (What it
eats and what eats it).

Q39) As you move up the trophic (nourishment) level, what happens
to the amount of energy, biomass, and number of organisms?

A39) The amount of energy and biomass
decrease, the number of organisms not
always but usually decrease.
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Q40)

What is the difference between pyramids of biomass and

pyramids of numbers?

A40) Pyramids of biomass is always
pyramid-shape, but pyramids of numbers
can be other shapes.

Q41) Draw the pyramid of biomass for the followings.

1000 Kg of pear tree feeds ….

A41):

5 Kg of aphids which feeds….

1.5 Kg of ladybirds which feeds….

0.5 Kg

Partridge

1.5 Kg

Ladybirds

5 Kg
1000 Kg

0.5 Kg of partridge

Aphids
Pear tree
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Q42) Draw the pyramid of numbers for the above question.
A42):
1

Partridge

500

Ladybirds

3000

Aphids

1

Pear tree

Note: in the above answer, as you can see pyramid of numbers is not
pyramid-shape

Q43) What does each bar on a pyramid of biomass represent?
A43) It shows the mass of living
organisms at that stage of food chain.
(How much all the organisms at each level
weight, if we put them all together.)
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Q44)

Below are two pyramid diagrams. One is pyramid of biomass

and one is a pyramid of numbers. Which diagram is which? Explain your
answer.

(a)

(b)

A44) The pyramid marked (a) is pyramid
of biomass because it is always pyramidshaped. The pyramid marked (b) is
pyramid of numbers because it is not
always pyramid-shaped.

Q45) In food chains, what are producers and what are consumers?
A45) All green plants are producers
because they produce biomass by
photosynthesis. And all other organisms
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which eat
consumers.

other

organisms

are

Q46) What are food webs?
A46) When food chains link up together
they make food webs.

Q47) If one organism is removed from or added to a food chain, what
happens? Give one example.

A47) It has a huge impact on all the other
organisms.
For example: If the seaweed was
removed from the food web (picture A)
the fish and the winkle numbers may go
down due to less food. This may then
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cause seal and lobster numbers to
decrease.
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Decay
Q48) What dose decay mean?
A48) Decomposition ( )آھسته آھسته از بين رفتنof plant
and animal remains, and all living things,
when they die.
Q49) Why do dead organisms decay faster when it is warm?
A49) Because temperature speeds up
respiration in dead organisms.

Q50) What causes things to decay?
A50) Things decay because of microorganisms such as soil bacteria and fungi.
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Q51) What does rate of decay depend on?
A51) It depends on three things:
1.
2.
3.

Temperature
Moisture
Oxygen
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Recycling
Q52) Name two recycled elements.
A52):
1.
2.

Carbon
Nitrogen

Q53) Name two decomposers.
A53): 1- Bacteria

Q54)

2- Fungi

Why does in waterlogged soil or acidic soil, the recycling of

nutrients takes longer?

A54) This is because waterlogged soil
lacks oxygen, (decomposers need
oxygen) and acidic soil is not the best PH,
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(it kills or slows down the reproduction of
decomposers).

Q55) Explain how carbon is removed from the air in the carbon cycle.
A55) Photosynthesis by plants converts
the carbon from CO2 in the air into sugars,
fats and proteins. Which then getting
eating by animals passes the carbon into
the food chain or web.

Q56)

Describe two processes that release carbon dioxide into the

atmosphere.

A56):
1. Both plants and animals respiration
will release CO2 in the air.
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2. Both plants and animals eventually die
and decay. They are then broken down
by decomposers (bacteria and fungi).
These decomposers respire and
therefore release CO2 into the air.

Q57) What percentage of the air is carbon dioxide?
A57) 0.03% of the air is carbon dioxide.

Q58) How much nitrogen (N2) is found naturally in the air?
A58) 78% of the air is approximately
nitrogen.
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Q59) Explain the role that decomposers play in the nitrogen cycle.
A59) When animals and plants die, they
are broken down by the decomposers
(bacteria and fungi), releasing nitrates
back into the soil.

Q60) Describe the function of nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
A60) Nitrogen-fixing bacteria convert
atmospheric nitrogen into nitrates in the
soil.

Q61) Describe the function of nitrifying bacteria.
A61) Nitrifying bacteria converts ammonium
compounds into nitrates in the soil.
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Q62) Describe the function of denitrifying bacteria.
A62) Denitrifying bacteria converts
nitrates and ammonium compounds into
atmospheric nitrogen.

Q63) Why does pickling food in vinegar help it to last longer without
decaying?

A63) Because vinegar is acidic, and that
means low PH inhibits the enzymes
which are inside micro-organisms, and
this stops decomposing (decaying) the
food in vinegar.

Q64) Give one example of Detritivores
A64) 1- Bacteria

2- Fungi
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Q65) How does carbon enter the carbon cycle from air?
A65) By photosynthesis plants convert
the carbon from CO2 in the air.
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Interdependence
Q66)

There are two types of competition to survive between

organisms; name and explain them.

A66):
1. Interspecific competition:
It is when organisms compete for
resources against organisms of
another species
2. Intraspecific competition:
It is when organisms compete for
resources against organisms of the
same species.
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Q67) What is a prey and what is a predator?
A67) Animals that are eaten are called
prey, and animals that kill and eat other
animals are predators.

Q68) Name two interactions (interdependence) between organisms.
A68):
1.
2.

Q69)

Parasitic
Mutualistic

What is the difference between parasitic and mutualistic

interactions, give one example of each.

A69) Parasites live off the host, they take
what they need, without giving anything
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back. This often harms the host. ((it is a
win-lose situation).
Example: Fleas, dogs gain nothing from
having fleas.
Mutualism is a relationship where both
organisms benefit, (it’s a win-win
situation).
Example: Insects, lots of plants are
pollinated by insects, in return they get
some sweet sugary nector.

Q70) What is the term given to organisms that survive by living off
other organisms?

A70) Parasites, e.g. fleas.
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Q71)

Name the type of competition which takes place between

members of the same species.

A71) Intraspecific
specific competiton

Q72) Sketch a graph of prey and predator population and explain the
pattern shown.

A72):

1. A peak in prey numbers is followed
by a peak in predators.
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2. These cycles are always out of
phase with each other. It is because it
takes a while for predator’s
population to respond to prey’s
population.
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Adaptation
Q73) In how many ways do organisms survive?
A73) In two ways:
1.
2.

Competition
Adaptation

Q74) What is adaptation?
A74) It is special behaviors that makes an
organism better suited to their
environment.
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Q75)

Organisms can be specialists or generalists, define them with

an example for each.

A75) Specialists are organisms which are
highly adapted to survive in a specific
habitat. E.g. giant pandas which are
adapted to eat just bamboo.
Generalists are organisms which are
adapted to survive in different habitats.
E.g. black rats which are adapted to
survive in forests, cities, and farms.

Q76) In a habitat with stable conditions, specialists will out-compete
generalists. True or false?

A76) True.
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Q77)

In a habitat where conditions changes, specialists will out-

compete generalists. True or false?

A77) False

Q78) What are extromophiles organisms? Give two examples.
A78) Some organisms are biochemically
adapted to extreme conditions. These
organisms are called extromophiles.
Example:
1. Bacteria that live in thermal vents
2. Some fish in cold water have antifreeze proteins. (AFPs) to prevent ice
crystals growing inside tissues.
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Q79)

Describe how extromophile bacteria are able to survive very

high temperatures?

A79) These bacteria have enzymes that
work best at high temperature.

Q80) What are anti-freezing proteins?
A80) Some organisms that live in very
cold environment have special antifreeze
proteins, these proteins interfere (don’t
allow) with the formation and growth of
ice crystals in the cells, stopping the cells
from getting damaged.
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Q81)

How does having a small surface area to volume ratio help

organisms to keep warm in cold climates?

A81) In cold climates (environment), a
large organism loses less heat to their
surrounding than a small organism
because of their small surface to volume
ratio.
This will help you to understand better:

1cm cube

2cm cube
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Q82)

Explain how counter-current heat exchange system keeps

penguins from getting too cold.

A82) Blood vessels going to and from the
feet (artery and vein) pass close to each
other, allowing the heat close to transfer
between them, this means that while the
feel is cold, the veins get heat from
arteries and stay warm.

Q83)
Describe
one
anatomical
adaptation that increases heat loss for an
animal that lives in a hot environment.
A83) One adaptation is having large ears,
which increases animals surface area to
the volume ratio, and helps them to lose
heat.
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Q84) Describe one behavioral adaptation that increase heat loss and
reduces heat gain for an animal that lives in a hot environment (climate).

A84) These animals stay in shade during
the day and normally are active at night
which is cooler, this reduces heat gain.
They can also increase heat loss by
bathing in water, as the water evaporate
it transfer the heat from body to the
surroundings.

Q85) Describe two ways that desert plants are adapted to survive in
dry conditions.

A85):
1. Having a thick waxy layer and spines
instead of leaves to reduce water loss.
2. Store water in their stems
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Q86) Describe two ways that desert animals are adapted to survive
in dry conditions.

A86):
1. Some have specialized kidneys that
allow them to produce very
concentrated urine with very low
water.
2. Some have no sweat glands,
preventing them from losing water
through sweating.
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Natural selection
Q87) Who first past forward the theory of evolution?
A87) Charles Darwin

Q88) Describe Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection.
A88) Animals and plants that are better
adapted to their environment are more
likely to survive. This theory is called,
Darwin’s theory of natural selection.
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Q89) Why was Darwin’s theory not perfect? And how did it become
accepted and understandable?

A89):
1. He could not give a good explanation
for why new characteristics appeared
or how individuals organisms passed on
their characteristics to their offsprings.
2. It became accepted when DNA was
discovered, then they found that
adaptations are controlled by genes.

Q90) Describe how speciation can happen through geographical
isolation.

A90) It can happen when population of
same species change enough to become
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reproductively isolated. (They cannot
interbreed to produce fertile offspring.)

Q91) What is Lamarck’s theory and why was it rejected?
A91) Lamarck suggested that evolution
happened by the inheritance of acquired
characteristics. It was rejected because
they found that acquired characteristics
don’t have a genetic basis, so they are
unable to be passed.
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Q92) Give two reasons why the theory of evolution by natural
selection is now widely accepted.

A92):
1. The theory has been debated and
tested independently by a wide range
of scientists, and no one has managed
to conclusively prove that the theory
is wrong.
2. The theory offers explanations for
so many observations of plants and
animals.

Q93) Explain why a species might become extinct or endangered?
A93) Species that are not well-adapted to
their environment and are unable to
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compete may become extinct or
endangered.

Q94) What organisms show natural selection in action today?
A94) Cabbage, Brussel Sprouts, and
Cauliflower.
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Human impact on the environment
Q95)

What does it mean when we say human population is

increasing exponentially?

A95) It means that population is
increasing rapidly, which is because the
birthrate is more than the death rate.

Q96) What problems does a rapidly increasing population create for a
country? (What is the result of the increase in population?)

A96) The result is increase in use of fossil
fuels and minerals, which will end up in
increase in population, and also there will
be a big demand for basic things such as
water and food.
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Q97)

Name four countries that produce largest proportion of

pollution.

A97) 1- USA 2- UK 3- France 4- Japan.

Q98) What does “carbon foot print” mean?
A98) It is the amount of green house gas
produced in a given period of time by a
person, event, organisation or a product.

Q99) What does increasing amount of pollution cause? (What is the
result of increase in population?)

A99):
1.
2.
3.

Global warming
Acid rain
Ozone depletion
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Q100)

What does global warming mean and what is the effect of

it?

A100) The amount of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere has increased, which has
led to more of energy being reflected
back. This is known as global warming.
The effect of it is that it will lead to
melting of polar ice caps, so flooding
some part of the world.

Q101) What is the cause of acid rain? (How is acid rain produced?)
A101) Acid rain is caused by burning
fossil fuels which release a gas called
sulfur dioxide, this reacts with water in
the atmosphere to form sulfuric acid
which falls as acid rain.
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Q102) What does sulfur dioxide in the air cause?
A102) Acid rain

Q103) Name a gas that causes acid rain, where does this gas come
from?

A103) Sulfur dioxide (SO2), it comes from
burning fossil fuel.

Q104)

What does acid rain cause? (What damages do acid rain

produce?)

A104):
1. It can dissolve rocks and statues.
2. It can damage the soil and kill
trees.
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3. It can make the lakes more acidic,
which can kill some plants and fish.

Q105) What does ozone depletion mean?
A105) It means that CFCs gas which used
to be used in aerosol, fridges, airconditioning unit and polystyrene foam,
were breaking down ozone layer.

Q106) Give one effect of ozone depletion from pollution by CFCs.
A106) Allowing more harmful UV rays to
reach the earth’s surface which will
increase the risk of skin cancer, and can
also kill plankton in the sea.
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Q107) What are indicator species? Give two examples
A107) Indicator species are organisms
that are being used to tell if the area they
live is a polluted or unpolluted area.
Some can only live in unpolluted
conditions such as lichens. Some can live
in polluted conditions such as
Bloodworms, water lice and rat-tailed
maggots.

Q108) How are indicator species useful?
A108) Indicator species are useful for
measuring the pollution.
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Q109)

How many ways of measuring the pollution exist? Name

them.

A109) Two ways:
1. Using living method (indicator
species)
2. Using non-living methods
Q110)

What are the advantages and disadvantages of living

method (indicator species) to measure pollution?

A110) its’ advantages are:
1.
2.
3.

Quick
Cheap
Easy

Its’ disadvantages is:
1. It is not always reliable
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Q111)

What are the advantages and disadvantages of non-living

methods to measure pollution?

A111) Its’ advantages are:
1. Reliable numerical data
2. Easy to compare
3. Can identify source of pollution
Its’ disadvantages are:
1. Expensive
2. More people involved
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Sustainable development
Q112) What does sustainable development mean?
A112) It means, providing the needs of
the population without harming the
environment.

Q113) What is the definition of “Quota”?
A113) A government-imposed restriction
that limits the number or value of
something during a time period.
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Q114)

Give two examples of how resources can be sustainable.

(Give two examples of what is being done to promote sustainable
development.)

A114):
1. Fishing quotas: to prevent some
fish such as cod, from becoming
extinct in certain are by limiting the
fishing for certain time.
2. To make companies that use wood,
plant new trees for every tree they
cut.

Q115)

Why does increase in human population size makes

sustainable development a challenge.

A115) Because as the population
increase, the demand for food and
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energy also increases, so the quickest and
cheapest was to meet these demands are
not always the most sustainable.

Q116)

What is required for sustainability and how can we help to

protect the endangered species?

A116) Sustainability requires planning
and cooperation at local, national and
international. We can protect the
endangered species such as whales by
setting quotes for whaling.
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Endangered Species
Q117) What is meant by the term “endangered species”? /give two
examples.

A117) Those species that are in danger of
becoming extinct unless something is
done to prevent it. Examples are:
1.
2.

Panda
Gorilla

Q118)

What are commercial values of whales? (what are whales

used for, dead or alive?)

A118):
1.

They are used as tourists attraction
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2. Their meat and oil can be used and
some cosmetics can be made from a
wax of their intestines.

Q119)

Give three reasons why survival of plant or animal species

can be threatened.

A119):
1.
2.
3.

Climate change
Hunting
Destruction of habitats

Q120) Give four ways that endangered species can be protected.
A120):
1.
2.

Educating people
Breading in captivity
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3.
4.

Q121)

Protecting their habitats
Prohibiting the hunting

Apart from making laws to protect whales, what does the

international whaling commission (IWC) do to protect whale numbers?

A121) They set quotas for hunting.

Q122) What is the definition of “Quota”?
A122) A government-imposed restriction
that limits the number or value of
something during a time period.
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Q123)

Name three aspects of whale biology that we don’t fully

understand.

A123):
1. How they communicate over large
distances
2. How they migrate
3. How they dive and survive at
extreme depth

Q124)

Give four ways in which conservation programs benefit

humans.

A124):
1. Protecting the human food supply
by maintaining variety of crops,
animals and plants.
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2. Ensuring minimal damage to food
chain.
3. Studying and identifying plants.
Many medicines we use come from
plants. If the plants are allowed to
become extinct we could miss out on
valuable medicines.
4. Protecting the culture if indigenous
people.

Q125) Give four factors you would look at, to calculate conservation
program.

A125):
1. Genetic variation
2. Viability of population
3. Availability of habitats
4. Interaction between species
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